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ABSTRACT
This work describes a decomposition scheme for polyhedra called Layer-based decomposition. This decompo-
sition can be computed in a efficient way for any kind of polyhedron, and has interesting applications in several
geometric problems, like Boolean operation computation, point-in-polyhedron inclusion test, 3D location and ray-
scene intersection computation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Decomposition techniques are extensively used in the
areas of Geometric Modelling, Computational Geom-
etry and Computer Graphics as a useful tool in the
description of objects and the design of simple algo-
rithms for non-trivial problems. Triangulations, de-
composition into trapezoids or convex subpolygons,
and triangle or quad mesh generation are well-known
decompositions in 2D [Ber00, Ber95, Goo97]. Tetra-
hedra decomposition and tetrahedra or hexahedra mesh
generation are similar examples in 3D [Ber00, Ber95].
The layer-based decomposition of polygons was al-
ready presented in previous works [Fei99], describing
several of its applications: Boolean operations com-
putation, point-in-polygon inclusion test or location
test [Riv00, Rue02]. Recently, this decomposition has
been generalized to polyhedra [Rue02, Rue04], show-
ing interesting properties and applications like 3D Bool-
ean operations computation, point-in-polyhedron in-
clusion test, ray-scene intersection test or hidden sur-
face removal.
Most part of this work describes the computation of
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the layer-based decomposition of polyhedra, illustrat-
ing this decomposition with a full example. In the last
part we give some ideas beyond the decomposition of
polyhedra into extended layers, which is currently an
active area of research.
2. DECOMPOSITION PROCESS
For the sake of simplicity we will only consider poly-
hedra consisted of triangular faces, although this is not
a strong restriction as any polyhedron can be converted
to this type just by triangulating its faces. We start by
choosing an arbitrary point called origin. This point
will determine the size and number of layers of the de-
composition. From this point we make a full covering
of the polyhedron by building tetrahedra between the
origin and every triangular face of the polyhedron.
The layer-based decomposition of a polyhedron is based
on the study of the subordination relations [Fei99, Riv00]
between the tetrahedra from this covering:
Definition 1 Given two tetrahedra s=4OP0P1P2 and
t = 4OQ0Q1Q2, we say s is subordinated to t, or t
dominates s (s / t), if s = t or in the case s 6= t there
exists a point inside the face of s opposite to O which
belongs to the interior of t.
It is important to highlight that the subordination re-
lation is only defined for tetrahedra determined by a
common point origin and two non-intersecting trian-
gular faces.
We use a primary data structure to store all the tetra-
hedra of the covering, and for each tetrahedron a sec-
ondary data structure storing references to every tetra-
hedra that dominates it. Building this data structure re-
quires testing subordination between every two tetra-
hedra, with a O(n2 logn) time cost if a binary search
tree is used for the secondary data structure. The layer
decomposition algorithm works as follows:
1. Generate all the tetrahedra between the point
origin O and the triangular faces of the polyhe-
dron.
2. Build primary and secondary data structures com-
puting subordination between the tetrahedra. Ini-
tialize layer counter i to 1.
3. Check the primary data structure for tetrahedra
with no dominating tetrahedra (secondary data
structure with no elements).
4. Add these tetrahedra to layer Li.
5. Delete these tetrahedra from the primary data
structure and all their occurrences in the second
data structures of the rest of tetrahedra.
6. Increment i and return to step 3 until there are
no tetrahedra in the primary data structure.
The second phase of the decomposition algorithm also
has a O(n2 logn) time cost with an efficient implemen-
tation of the secondary data structure. The result is a
set of layers L(P,O) = {L1,L2, ...,Lk} which consti-
tutes the layer-based decomposition of the polyhedron
P respect to the point origin O. See [Fei99, Rue02,
Rue04] for a thorough and more formal introduction
to the concept of layer, its properties and decomposi-
tion algorithms.
3. APPLICATIONS
The layer-based decomposition has been successfully
applied to several geometric problems:
• Boolean operations computation. Starting with
the layer-based decomposition of two objects, it
is possible to compute the result of a Boolean
operation combining the tetrahedra of both de-
compositions following a different criterion de-
pending on the operation [Riv00].
• Point-in-polyhedron inclusion test. This test is
based on testing the point against each layer in
descending order. Once the test succeeds for
a given layer, the rest of tetrahedra can be dis-
carded without testing [Rue02, Rue04].
• Location test. The point-in-polyhedron inclu-
sion test can be generalized to a point location
test if the layer-based decomposition is applied
to a scene with several polyhedra [Rue02, Rue04].
• Ray-scene intersection test. A common layer-
based decomposition of the polyhedra from a
scene taking the observer as origin can be useful
for determining the polyhedron intersected by a
ray starting from the observer [Rue04].
• Hidden surface removal. The previous layer struc-
ture can also be used for the implementation of
the Painter’s algorithm. Rendering the tetrahe-
dra of each layer following an ascending order
gives a correct final visual result of the scene
from the point of view of an observer placed at
the origin of the layer decomposition [Rue04].
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